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Address Glaskomerts Ltd. 
LLC Glaskomerts, Glasscommerce, Ltd. 
Pravoberegnaya Street 208, 
Konstantinovka, Donetsk region 
85114

Country Ukraine

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Currently, LLC "Glaskomerts" in the market of glass in the main areas:

- Production of sheet glass patterned colorless

- Production of sheet glass patterned color

- Manufacture of glass for solar modules

- Industrial processing of glass.

 

We produce more than 68 kind of glass of different functions

"Green" energy

The modern eco-energy is the future of our planet and we are trying to participate actively in the improvement of ''green'' energy technologies.  For five
years we have already been producing the glass for solar panels and modules which allows making the best use of solar energy. Except of general
energy efficiency indexes our glass is coated with a special layer which allows not to lose the efficiency of solar energy during long period of time.

SOLAR GLASS

DIFUSED GLASS

Architectural

Our patterned glass is actively used in the architecture as it possesses all characteristics necessary in this field. Beside of standard patterned glass we
produce flat glass reinforced with steel wire mesh that exponentially increases its hardness indexes and allows using of such kind of glass even in the
most loaded sections of the construction. A large choice of patterns allows using of "Glasscommerce" glass in any project irrespective of complications
and design. Our clients can purchase patterned glass not only in sheets but also the size-cutted glass completely ready for installation with ready-
made holes and coating.
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Interior

One of the main directions of using of the patterned glass is decoration of interiors. In recent years, we have significantly expanded the range of
patterns which ideally suit for indoor use. In our range there appeared a patterned glass with a mirror coating, which surprises the customers with its
beauty. Therewith the mirror patterned glass can be supplied in several color gradations, which further extends the boundaries of its usage.
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